The timber details and contrasting tones of
its contemporary open-plan kitchen echo the
period style of this listed stone farmhouse.
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This Callerton Balham Oak
kitchen creates a warm and
inviting cooking area in this
relaxed zone. callerton.co.uk

THE OWNERS

Knocking three farm buildings together to make
one large home, company directors David and
Liz Meakin have renovated every inch of their
Northumberland retreat.
Pin us UtopiaMagazine
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The classic black Aga gas
range cooker complements
perfectly the period style of the
property. agaliving.com

The Angolan Black granite-topped
and contoured breakfast bar makes a
comfortable place to sit at the island.

D

erelict and forlorn, it
certainly took some
imagination to see the
potential in the rundown
agricultural buildings
of this farm not far
from Corbridge in Northumberland when
David and Liz Meakin first saw them.
‘It took the owners some time to decide
what to do with the property once they
had bought it,’ explains Peter Noble of
Callerton Kitchens in Newcastle. ‘It really
was in such a poor state of repair, but
it had some superb features in keeping
with the age and history of the farm
and was built from a beautiful stone.’
After a great deal of thought and planning,
David and Liz decided to amalgamate
three of the farm buildings to create one
large farmhouse, a job which involved
taking down and re-building several walls.
‘This gave them the opportunity to design
the home to suit themselves,’ points out
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High-pitched ceilings and exposed
beams and trusses set the tone
for this farmhouse kitchen
Peter. ‘The kitchen was obviously key.
The owners wanted to retain the style of
the original building, so the high-pitched
ceilings and exposed beams and trusses
in the area they designated for the kitchen
set the tone for the room and continued
the theme of the rest of the house.’

us to explain their conundrum. After an
initial chat with our designer it was clear
they were all on the same wavelength,
so we set about designing a kitchen for
them that would suit the style of the
property but give them the bespoke look
they wouldn’t have seen anywhere else.’

With the space set aside as a
kitchen, the next step was to
choose cabinetry and materials.

A unique mix of colours and materials
characterises their farmhouse kitchen,
which is dominated by the natural stone
and wood of the building’s construction.

‘They wanted a kitchen that would be
sympathetic to the farm’s heritage, but at
the same time they were after an individual
style,’ says Peter. ‘David and Liz were aware
of Callerton in Newcastle so they came to
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Callerton Balham Oak cabinetry with
doors in a combination of True Oak, Old
English White and Cashmere, topped
with granite surfaces in
SIMPLE AND STYLISH IDEAS FOR DREAM LIVING
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A traditional chrome Franke Olympus tap and Blanco
Supreme sink makes the island a practical area for food
preparation. franke.com; blanco-germany.com

Over 35 years of success in the manufacture of design-led kitchen furniture,
places Callerton at the forefront of style, innovation and choice.
Kitchen, dining and living areas are brought together through a
combination of complementary materials and finishes throughout,
creating an environment that is spacious yet comfortable to live in day-today. Natural tones and details such as metal handles and timber accents
give a nod to the building’s heritage and add to the a cohesive look.
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‘The walls were irregular and the room is an unusual
shape so there were challenges for the cabinetmakers to make sure the units fitted flush’

Doors in Cashmere contrast with those
in True Oak in this Callerton Balham
Oak Kitchen. callerton.co.uk

contrasting Kashmir Cream
and Angolan Black, creates interest in the
open-plan space the kitchen shares with
the living and dining areas. The island
unit with built-in food preparation sink
joins with a black granite breakfast bar
to make a link between the kitchen and
the rest of the room. Matching stools
create another place to sit and be sociable.
Neutral natural stone tiled flooring
unites the entirety of this relaxed area.
For an uncluttered look, appliances – Neff
combination oven with microwave and
warming drawer, Neff hob and a Liebherr
freezer with ice-maker - are built-in. But,
an authentic jet black Aga takes pride of
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place, for practicality as much as for period
detail. Open shelving and plate racks display
homely collections of crockery and glassware in
traditional farmhouse style, while metal handles,
exposed wood beams and timber cabinetry
and Callerton Grand Deco feature posts in
timber echo the natural materials on show
throughout the home. Light emanates from
behind the crackled opaque glass splashback
to give the whole kitchen a warm glow.
‘There are many elements to this kitchen
and the installation was slow at times,’
says Peter. ‘The walls were irregular and
the whole room is a rather unusual shape,
so there were challenges for the cabinetmakers to make sure the units fitted flush.’
SIMPLE AND STYLISH IDEAS FOR DREAM LIVING

Although it took time to create, the
kitchen did not disappoint. ‘It was
the last room in the home to be
completed but it was really worth the
wait,’ says Peter. ‘It does finish off the
whole farmhouse to perfection!’
The owners are very pleased too. ‘They
particularly like the mix of the traditional
with the contemporary, the contrasting
colours and materials, and the island,
with its contoured units and black granite
top, which is a relaxing place to sit,’
says Peter. ‘The kitchen feels a natural
part of this centuries-old rural building,
which has been cleverly re-imagined
as a home for 21st century life.’

